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Product overview:
• Cozy Arc, the high-performance rechargeable arc lighter, is imported by Heinz Tröber 

GmbH & Co. KG.
The lighter adopt environmental and low carbon electric to replace traditional gas ond oil

• Cozy Arc adopt lithium ion plymer rechargeable battery, self oscillate with single hose and 
booster to high up 3.7V pressure to 8KV, which can generate high-frequency voltage 
oscilation, cause air breakdown and dissociated so that the voltaic is engendered and light 
cigarettes or other dry combustibles

• Cozy Arc also adopt USB to charge which is duty-cycle operation and enviromental and 
safety. 

Instruction
1. Cozy Arc is a safety device in drawer type with double switch
2. When using the electric arc cigarette lighter, press and hold the switch button, then to push. 

After arc device pop out of the body, delay 2 seconds to get arc.
Press and Pull the switch button back, the arc device is switched off.

3. Cozy Arc can be connected to all the devices which have output voltage DCV5 and output 
current 1.0A to charge by USB including computers and phones. When charging, the pilot 
lamp at the bottom of the lighter will be red; and turns to green when fully loaed. For your 
safety, the inside circuit is automatic disconnected and the lighter can´t be used during 
charging process. 

4. Cozy Arc electric arc lighter is equipped with protection against over-charging and over-
discharge. The ignition time limit to 6-7 seconds, it´s normal if it extinguishes after 7 
seconds. 

Attention
1. After charge, pls disconnect the electricity in time, since long-term charging affect the 

lifetime of battery.
2. Please do not put the lighter into fire, water or other liquid.
3. Please charge in time. When power run out, arc will be thin and pilot lamp will flash

Maintainance 
1. Use a soft cotton cloth to cleanse the surface.
2. The metallic surfface glossing will be declined after being used a period of time
3. It is reommanded to charge the lighter once every six months if not be used for a long time, 

this will protect the battery life from the damage of the excessive discharge. 

Technical data
Never charge the battery for more than 2 hours.
Rechargeable battery 1xbiult-in Li-on, 180 mAh
Rechargeable battery charge time approx. 2 hour


